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• Why multimodal?
• Two core aspects of speech
• Deep learning architectures

• Audio visual speech recognition
• Multimodal turn-taking prediction

Today…
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Speech Recognition today
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• Where is ASR is now? 
• NIST Hub5 2000
• Switchboard

• Strangers, 36 of 40 speakers in test 
are in train set

• CallHome
• Conversational speech with 

familiarity

(Audio-only) Speech Recognition
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• 6th CHiME Speech Separation and Recognition Challenge 
(CHiME-6)

• Distant microphone conversational speech recognition 
• Everyday home environments

• 20 parties each recorded in a different home
• Binaural microphones (to synchronise only) worn by each participant (4 

participants per session), and by 6 microphone arrays with 4 
microphones each

What about noise?
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ASR - Track 1 
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Constrained 
Language model

Unconstrained 
Language model

30.51% WER



• Noise
• Overlap
• Non-native speakers
• Children, elderly
• Atypical
• Not just ASR

ASR limitations
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Why multimodal?
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• How do humans perceive speech?
• How do humans deal with noisy speech?
• Early 1970s focus on auditory processing
• Visual modality starts to emerge

• gives place of articulation
• helps in white noise

What about humans?
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… there is general agreement
that any satisfactory account of speech 
perception must include at least auditory, 
phonetic, phonological, syntactic, and semantic
levels….



The McGurk Effect
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Audio “ba” + Video “fa”
Perceive “fa”

Audio “ba” + Video “ba”
Perceive “ba”

Full video on: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2k8fHR9jKVM&t=62s

McGurk, Harry, and John MacDonald. "Hearing 
lips and seeing voices." Nature 264.5588 
(1976): 746-748.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2k8fHR9jKVM&t=62s


• Maximum benefit to speech intelligibility 
• auditory SNR range 6dB to -5dB

• Localisation
• Voice activity
• Asynchrony
• Distant speech

How can the visual side help?
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• Speech recognition is a narrow 
viewpoint

• Human conversation
• The words we use…
• Or how we say then…
• Hand gestures, head nods, eye gaze
• Back-channels
• Open mouth

• Effortlessness in combining cues

A wider concept of multimodality
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Source: https://neurosciencenews.com/gestures-visual-linguistics-12063/



• Non-verbal aspects of interaction
• Crucial to take multimodal approach for robustness

• Asynchrony in speech

• Cues change at different rates

Speech is multimodal
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AV-Align
Teaching DNNs to learn from the visual side of speech too
(Acknowledging PhD work of George Sterpu)
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• Good visual representation
• Shape, appearance
• PCA, DCT, HAAR, AAM

• Integration of audio and visual signals
• Early, intermediate, late
• Feature fusion to decision fusion

• Tasks
• Isolated words, connected digits
• Lack of datasets

AVSR – early work
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• Data from BBC
• 96318 examples for pre-training 
• 45839 for training
• 1243 for testing

• More challenging
• Head pose, illumination changes, low image 

resolution, 15000 words

• Note LRS3 is less challenging

LRS2
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BBC and University of Oxford (2017). The Oxford-BBC Lip Reading Sentences 2 (LRS2) Dataset. 
http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/data/lip_reading/lrs2.html.



• LSTMs, what unit?

Lipreading on LRS2
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• Audio-only LSTM. Too good!!

Lipreading on LRS2
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• Hypothesis?
• The visual modality plays a 

complimentary role to the audio 
in speech and we need to teach 
that to a neural net

Motivation
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• Maybe visemes are not so useful?
• Visual modality limited linguistically
• DNN-based multimodal systems 

• encode each modality separately 
• representations fused at decoding (Afouras et al., 2018; Chung et al., 2017; 

Petridis et al., 2018).

• … the acoustic representations of speech are altered by the visual 
representations during a multimodal encoding process, before 
decoding starts. What the system sees, influences what it hears…

To AV-Align
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• The top layer cells of the 
Audio Encoder take audio 
representations from a stack 
of LSTM layers (oA) as inputs 
and attend to the top layer 
outputs of the Video Encoder 
(oV , only one layer shown), 
producing the crossmodal
alignment. 

• The Decoder receives the 
fused Audio-Visual 
representations (oAV ), 
producing an input-output 
alignment through a second 
attention mechanism. 

• Dashed lines depict inactive 
states in a hard selection 
process, whereas shaded 
lines stand for a soft 
selection mechanism.

AV-Align Strategy
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Compare to WLAS (Watch Listen Attend and Spell)
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on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR).



• Audio
• 16,000 Hz
• log magnitude spectrogram, frame length 25ms, 10ms stride
• 30 mel bins 80Hz to 11,025Hz
• Cafeteria noise

• Video
• OpenFace to detect and align faces (discard ~ 2.77%)
• RGB images of the lip regions downsampled to 36x36 pixels
• ResNet CNN visual feature vector of 128 units per frame

• Training in 4 stages
• clean speech, 10db, 0db, -5db

• https://github.com/georgesterpu/avsr-tf1

Evaluation set-up
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AV-Align performance
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Learn to exploit the asynchrony?
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Neural Turn-Taking prediction
Combining modalities to predict turns
Acknowledging PhD work of Matt Roddy
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Turn taking – MapTask example
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Diagram from: Skantze, Gabriel. "Turn-taking in conversational systems and human-robot interaction: a review." Computer Speech & Language (2020): 101178.

Anderson, A. H., Bader, M., Bard, E. G., Boyle, E., Doherty, G., Garrod, S., ... & Weinert, R. (1991). The HCRC map task corpus. Language and speech, 34(4), 351-
366.



Gaps in real conversations are short
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• Detecting silences and equating 
to end of turn is not widely useful

• Humans interpret many cues
• Multiple modalities
• In parallel
• Additive effect

• Turn yielding
• Turn holding
• Turn initial

Dialogue systems
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(Source Skantze 2021)



• LSTM
• Acoustic and POS features 
• 50 ms frame
• probabilistic predictions for 

individual future frames within a 
window of length N

• Continuous predictions rather than 
detecting turn switch based on prior 
events

Continuous turn-taking model
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In Proceedings of the 18th Annual SIGdial Meeting on Discourse and Dialogue (pp. 220-230).



• Extended Skantze 2017 model with some modifications
• Removed truncated back-propagation through time,  used binary cross-

entropy (BCE) loss
• Acoustic Features

• eGeMAPs feature set
• Linguistic Features

• Part-of-Speech (POS), and word embeddings
• Phonetic Features

• bottleneck layer output of  DNN trained to classify senones (tied tri-phone 
states)

• Voice Activity
• HCRC map task corpus

More features
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• Lexical embeddings always 
outperformed syntactic 
features

• Acoustic and lexical features 
• But generally linguistic features 

are better in the literature?
• How is modality-specific 

information temporally 
represented?

Insights
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Sequential feature choices with the loss 
for each consecutively chosen feature

Roddy, M., Skantze, G., Harte, N. (2018) Investigating Speech Features for Continuous Turn-Taking Prediction Using LSTMs. Proc. 
Interspeech 2018, 586-590



• Hierarchical structure of language during a speaking turn
• phonemes to create words
• words to create IPUs
• IPUs to create turns

• Tricky for continuous turn taking models
• 50ms frame?
• Multiscale RNN architecture

• modalities modelled in separate sub-network LSTMs
• independent timescales

• HCRC map-task corpus - linguistic + acoustic
• Mahnob Mimicry Database - visual + acoustic
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Slower 



Multiscale RNN architecture
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Roddy, Matthew, Gabriel Skantze, and Naomi Harte. "Multimodal continuous turn-taking prediction using multiscale RNNs." In Proceedings of the 20th 
ACM International Conference on Multimodal Interaction, pp. 186-190. 2018.
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• Acoustic
• As before but 10 and 50 ms

• Linguistic
• 64-length word embeddings as before
• 10 ms, 50ms, asynchronous

• Visual
• gaze direction predictions (x, y, z) for each eye and confidence score from 

OpenFace

Features
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• Metric F1 score on prediction 
Hold or Shift at pauses

• Onset – short or long
• Multiscale beneficial
• Slower rate linguistic better
• Combined at different rates 

better

MapTask – audio + linguistic
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Predictions at 50 and 500ms pauses Predictions at onset



• Faster 58Hz gaze features 
good potential

• Visual features matter more 
in different types of switches

Mahnob – audio + visual
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AI for Multimodal Perception?
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• Speech is multimodal
• Consider how the modalities interplay
• Yields most suitable neural architectures
• Data won’t always save you
• Less is more!

Take-home…
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Thank you!
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www.adaptcentre.ie
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